
REFERENCE MACHINE APA STYLE

Citation Machineâ„¢ helps students and professionals properly credit the information that they use. Cite your journal
article in American Psychological Association.

Year, Month Date of Publication. In any APA citations following it, it is acceptable to shorten the group name
to something that is simple and understandable. Your Reference List The listing of all sources used in your
project are found in the reference list, which is the last page or part of a project. The forum: The decline of
war. History extra [Audio podcast]. Interview by S. Just a little nudge to remind you about the Citation
Machine Plus smart proofreader. Example: Dr. Article title. The title only has a capital letter at the beginning.
Before college, in middle and high school, MLA style is more likely to be used. Tables If your paper includes
a lot of numerical information or data, you may want to consider placing it into a table, rather than typing it all
out. The parenthetical reference goes before the punctuation mark. Only include the "Recorded by F. It should
include any book, journal, article etc. Year, Month Day Published. Evolution in the systems age. The entire
document should be double spaced, even between titles and APA headings. Want to keep your citations for
longer and access them from other computers? Publication year. Audio podcasts: Structure: Last name, First
initial. Try it out! Include the list of references on the page after the text. Cite the source immediately after the
close of the quotation marks. You may also be required to provide a full bibliography. An APA title page
should include the following things: The running head The page number, which is page 1 The title of your
project The title should be under 12 words in length The title should be a direct explanation of the focus of the
paper. They're added into a project when a direct quote or paraphrase has been added into your work.
Capitalize only the first letter of the first word or any proper nouns. Second time: APA proved Chapters in
edited books: When citing a chapter in an edited book, use the following format: Structure for chapters in
edited books in print: Last name of chapter author, First initial. It's easy and free! The first line of each citation
needs to be flush against the left margin. The name of the school or institution Follow the directions for the
running head and page number in the section above. The full title of the book, including any subtitles, should
be stated and italicized. Always place the year directly after the author's name. Example: English, L. Title of
source. APA formatting for this is very similar to the structure of a print book. Interviews It is highly
recommended not to use personal unpublished interviews in your reference list. Place the issue number in
parentheses and do not italicize it. Across from the running head, along the right margin, is the page number.
Edmonton is the Capital of Alberta.


